In this paper, an adaptive backstepping control scheme is proposed for a class of nonlinear systems with unknown time delay. The unknown time delay in the system depends on all system states, which will inevitably destroy the triangular structure of the control system. Therefore, traditional backstepping can not be used to design the controller. In order to overcome the problem caused by ''non-triangular structure'', we construct a linear projection between the state vector and its transform in controller design. Using inequality and adaptive backstepping control, we compensate the uncertainties caused by unknown time delays. Finally, the simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time delay exists in many practical systems, for example, electrical power system, communication systems, mechanical systems, biological systems and so on. Stability and transient performance of practical systems are always dependent on the size of the delays. From the results of recent years, it can be seen that the classification of time-delay items according to different processing methods is more and more detailed. For most of these classifications, mixed time-delays are studied, and mixed time-delays includes discrete time delay and distributed time delay. To the unknown time delay, we can see the new problems and the latest processing results brought about by the mixed time-delays in the Markovian jump system and the sensor network in [1] and [2] respectively. Timevarying delay is an important delay. It have been attracted the attention of many researchers in recent twenty years. For the problem of nonlinear systems with varying delays, the recent research results can be clearly seen in [3] .
It is known to us that conservatism is a common problem in the method of dealing with unknown time delay. The stability analysis method based on L-K function also has some conservatism. There are two main ways to reduce the conservatism of this method. 1) An appropriate L-K functional can be constructed [4] , [5] . 2) The integral term can be more accurately The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lifeng Ma. defined in the functional derivative. The method of defining the integral term is most straightforward. But the two main methods of defining integral terms have some shortcomings. Jensen's inequality is simple. But the conditions of Jensen's inequality is very conservative. The method of free-weighting matrices has a larger solution space. But its computational complexity is very large and it is difficult to generalize to complex problems, which has great limitations. So an appropriate L-K functional is constructed in this paper. The construction of a new L-K function in this paper makes the solution to such problems less conservative than the previous literature. For the constant time-delay, when the time-delay parameter is known, the domination method [6] is used to deal with nonlinear time delay terms. This method only requires that the time-delay term is smooth. A time-delay filter is designed and then the adaptive backstepping method is used to relax the processing requirements for time-delay terms. An L-K functional is constructed to stabilize the system.
In the context of unknown failure compensation, many schemes based on adaptive approaches have been proposed, such as sliding mode control [7] - [9] , fuzzy control [10] , [11] , adaptive backstepping control [12] , [13] , adaptive neural control [14] and so on. A sliding mode control is used to deal with a type of multi-agent system with time delay in [7] . The research of the adaptive fuzzy control has been carried out in [10] . They have developed an approximated-based adaptive fuzzy control approach to deal with the phenomena VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ including nonlinear uncertainties, unknown time delay in a class of SISO strict-feedback nonlinear systems. Furthermore, the adaptive fuzzy prescribed performance control is proposed for nonlinear switched time-delay systems in [11] . But just because of the complexity of the control of time delay systems, many difficulties will to be overcome. We aim to address such a problem by considering a class of nonlinear systems with unknown time delay and unknown parameters. In this paper, adaptive backstepping control is used to deal with the control problem of nonlinear systems with uncertain time delay. We consider that time delay depends on all system states and exists in every state equation of control system. Thus the triangular structure requirement needed by traditional backstepping technology can not be satisfied [15] , [16] . To solve such a problem, the special virtual control laws are used in the first state equation firstly. Then we construct a linear coordinate transformation to maintain the linear relationship between system states and variable z i . Finally, based on the Lyapunov stability analysis method and the derivative of the Lyapunov function, the virtual control law is obtained step by step. According to the virtual controls, we can get the final input signal of the control system. In a word, we design a new control scheme to deal with time-delay and magnify time delay terms by using inequalities. Then the time delay terms are canceled out by appropriate parameters to ensure the stability of the system.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows: (1) The control problem is investigated for a class of nonlinear systems with unknown time delays which are allowed to depend on all system states. An adaptive control scheme is proposed by backstepping to compensate the uncertainties caused by unknown time delays. (2) In contrast to existing results, unknown time delays considered here are allowed to depend on all system states. Thus the triangular structure of system model will be destroyed and traditional backstepping cannot be used to design the control scheme. A new adaptive control scheme is proposed to solve such a problem. (3) By constructing a linear projection between the state vector and its transform in controller design, the triangular structure requirement of backstepping technique is no longer needed. Then the difficulties in controller design caused by time delays can be overcame smoothly.
The main structure of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, we formulate the n-order nonlinear system with unknown time delay by differential equations. In section III, we use the backstepping to derive the virtual control law and update law, and then prove the stability of the system in the second part. Section IV is mainly the simulation of the system to prove the stability of the control law for the system. In section V, summary of the paper.
II. MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider the following class of n-order nonlinear systems with uncertain parameters and unknown time delay.
. . .
. , x n are system states and u ∈ R is the input, y is the output.f (x) ∈ R p is a known function and b ∈ R, θ ∈ R p are unknown parameters. h 1 (·), h 2 (·), . . . , h n (·) ∈ R are unknown smooth functions and τ ∈ R is unknown time delay.
Chemical reaction models or neural network models can be simplified to mathematical model (1) under some conditions. In such systems, the time delay can be expressed as the reaction time in the chemical reaction or the transportation delay.
Assumption 1: Nonlinear functions h i (x), i = 1, 2, . . . , n is bounded by a known function δ i (·) ≥ 0 and such that
Assumption 2: Unknown parameter b = 0 and sign(b) is known.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN AND STABILITY ANALYSIS A. CONTROLLER DESIGN
To carry out the design of control law and adaptive law, we take the following coordinate changes.
where α i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) are the virtual control in the i-th step.
Step 1: From (3) the derivative of z 1 can be rewritten aṡ
where α 1 is the virtual control. We define a positive definite Lyapumunov function as follows
where e 1 > 0 is a design parameter. The smooth function U 1 (x 1 (s), . . . , x n (s)) is chosen as
Then we can get the derivative of V 1 iṡ
Note that
Hence we havė
Then virtual control α 1 can be chosen as
where k 1 is a positive design parameter. Then from (9) and (10) we havė
Step 2: From (1) and (3), we havė
where k 1 ε1 is a constant and calculated as
We consider the following Lyapunov function
Virtual control α 2 can be chosen as
where e 21 and e 22 are positive design parameters. Then the derivative of V 2 iṡ
From (17) and (15), we havė
Step 3: The derivative of z 3 iṡ
where k 1 ε2 and k 2 ε2 are constants given as
By considering the following Lyapunov function We can choose the virtual control α 3 as
where k 3 , e 31 , e 32 , e 33 are positive constants. Again we have
With (21)-(23), the derivative of V 3 satisfieṡ
Step i(i = 4, . . . , n−1): In this step, the following Lyapunov function V i is considered
We choose the virtual control as
where k i , e ij , e ii are positive design parameters. k j εi−1 (j = 1, . . . , i − 1) is a constant depending on parameters k i , e ij , e ii . The constants k j εi−1 (j = 1, . . . , i − 1) can be calculated recursively as
Step n: From (1) -(3), the derivative of z n can be written aṡ
where k j εn−1 = ∂α n−1 ∂x j is a known constant depending on k i , e ij , e ii . Now the adaptive control law and update laws of unknown parameters can be designed as Control Law
where k n , e nj , e nn are positive design parameters andρ is an update law ρ = 1 b .θ is an estimate of θ . Update Lawsθ
where η is a positive constant and θ is a positive definite matrix.
B. STABILITY ANALYSIS
We now analyze the stability of the closed loop system. We consider the following Lyapunov function
whereθ = θ −θ andρ = ρ −ρ represent estimate errors of unknown parameters θ and ρ respectively. The derivative of V satisfieṡ
Then we havė 
Obviously,
where z = (z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n ) T and A(k i , e ii ), B(k i , e ii ) are matrices whose components are the functions of parameters k i , e ij , e ii given below
2e n−1,j ) which is a known function of k i , e ij , e ii . Clearly A is an invertible matrix. So we have
It is clear that
In order to stabilize the system, the following requirement on design parameters can be established
Now let's talk about the selection of parameters. There is a positive constant δ * such that for all δ < δ * , the parameter is chosen to makeV < 0. Let
For a group of design parameters k * i , e * ii , e * ij , define * = min{
We can find a δ * > 0 such that
and
so for all δ i < δ * , we have
Define k * k * 1 = k * 2 = · · · = k * n (49) VOLUME 8, 2020 We can get
Finally, it can be known from the proof process as long as we select the parameters that meet the above process. Then the system can be stabilized. Time-delay term h i (·) and parameter τ are all unknown in Theorem 1. When they are known the proposed control scheme including control law (29) and update laws (30) is also effective as long as Assumption 1 is satisfied. But we believe that an optimal delay-dependent control law must exist for such known time delay systems and the better performance can be achieved by this control law.
IV. SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, we apply the controllers to a third-order system. System model iṡ
where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 are system states and u is the input. θ is an unknown parameter and h 1 (
) are known smooth functions and τ ∈ R is unknown time delay. h 1 , h 2 , h 3 are
which means Assumption 1 is satisfied. In the simulation, coordinate transformation are
Then the virtual control law from Lyapunov function and inequality is as follows
The control law and update laws can be expressed as
The selection requirements for parameters in the simulation are
So we choose: θ = 0.8, τ = 0.2, e 1 = 1, e 21 = 1, e 22 = 1, e 31 = 3, e 32 = 2, e 33 = 1 and k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = 6. It can be seen from Fig 5 and Fig 6 that the adaptive estimation law proposed in this paper can guarantee an accurate estimation for unknown parameters. It can be seen that the state x1 as the output of control system tends to when the parameter estimation is stable at 7 second, which proves that the stability of control system can be guaranteed by the control law proposed in this paper. In Fig 1, Fig 3 and Fig 4, we can also see that all states will tend to 0 at 7 second. The input signal has been shown in Fig 2 and tends to a constant at the corresponding time. Then the Lyapunov stability of control system can be guaranteed under the control algorithm designed in this paper. It can be obtained from the simulation results that the controller obtained by the backstepping can make the thirdorder time-delay system stable.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the backstepping method is used to deal with norder systems with unknown time delay. We consider time delay depends on all system states and is bounded by a smooth known function. It can be proved that the proposed control law and update law can guarantee the stability of the nonlinear system.
A possible future perspective is to investigate the extension of the proposed control scheme, for example sensor networks and Markovian jump systems. Then the applications research of the proposed control scheme such as the chemical reaction and the time delay problem of the neural network to reduce the effects caused by unknown time delays in practice. For known delay, how to use the known delay parameter to design delay-dependent control scheme is another research field.
